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a b s t r a c t
A problem of choosing an optimal portfolio of projects from a set of m projects that are to
be financed under a limited budget, along with a schedule for their implementation within
a period of time [1, T ], where each project can commence at moments 1, T and last for
several consecutive time segments, is considered. Each project requires a certain volume
of investment to be distributed within a period of time that is a subset of consecutive time
segments from [1, T ], some projects from the set can generate profit upon completion
according to a certain schedule, and the generated profit can be reinvested in the other
projects. In the basic problem, it is assumed that all the projects are equally important (so
that there are no priorities for choosing a subset of projects that should commence or be
completed earlier that the others), and there is no order for executing any projects from the
set. These assumptions transform the basic problem into a problem of finding an optimal
order (schedule) for commencing the projects, where optimality can be understood,
for instance, in the sense of the number of projects that can be completed within the
period [1, T ]. A mathematical formulation of the basic problem in the form of a Boolean
programming one is proposed, and some generalizations of the problem, including those
obtained by imposing certain precedence conditions on the execution of the projects, are
discussed.
© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A problem of choosing an optimal portfolio of projects from a set of equally important ones, each requiring investment
according to a certain schedule, some of which can generate profit upon completion (generally, also according to a certain
schedule), is a typical problem arising in management and finance [1–3]. When only a limited budget is available for
financing m projects that are desirable to be implemented, whereas profit generated by a project from the set (upon its
completion) can be reinvested in the other projects from this set, the order of commencing the projectsmatters. In particular,
this order affects the number of projects from the set that can be completed within a certain period of time, as well as the
ability to reach other goals that may interest decision makers. So choosing a subset of projects from among m projects, a
schedule of their implementation, and a strategy for reinvesting all or any of the generated profit that optimizes a particular
goal or a set of goals is one of the key problems for any firm or enterprise.
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Let
m be the number of projects requiring investment,
[1, T ] be a period of time divided into T − 1, generally, not necessarily equal segments,
ωi be the number of consecutive time segments required for completing the investment in project i, where 1 ≤ ωi, i ∈
1,m, and
P be the amount of money (budget) available for financing all the projects.
It is assumed that each of the m projects can commence at any moment j, j ∈ 1, T , so that during the period [1, T ]
project i will require investment at moments j,min( j+ ωi, T ) since its commencement, whereas once the investment is
completed, project i will be completed at moment j + ωi + 1 and will start generating profit at moments j+ ωi + 1, T
(if j+ ωi + 1 ≤ T ), i ∈ 1,m.
It is also assumed that having commenced, project i is not interrupted until its completion and that the expenditures
associated with the implementation of the project cannot be redistributed within a set of consecutive time segments in a
manner that allows one to complete the project within time segments whose number is lower thanωi+1 though, generally,
for each time of commencement of project i, the volume of investment and its distribution among ωi time segments may
differ.
A verbal description of a situation in which a set of continuously performed jobs are (or are to be) executed within a
period of time [0, T ] and a partial order for their execution is given by a graph (V , E) – so that (i, j) ∈ E if job j cannot
commence until job i is completed – is offered in [4]. It is assumed there that each job j from the set of jobs V has duration
pj ∈ Z+, and the so-called payment flow vector (cj(0), cj(1), . . . , cj(pj)) is attributed to job j, where cj(t), t ∈ 0, pj, is either
an investment (if cj(t) < 0) or interest generated by job j (if cj(t) > 0). Verbal formulation of a problem of finding calendar
times for executing the jobs that observe the given partial order, given the the non-negativity of the total payment flow
over every segment [0, t], ∀t ∈ [0, T ], maximizing the net profit value (NPV) for the total payment flow is presented in [4].
However, though this verbal formulation is quite general and encompasses several important applications, themathematical
formulation of only a particular case of this problem in which each job has unit duration is provided in [4] in the form of a
Boolean programming problem.
The aim of this work is to provide a mathematical formulation of the problem under consideration here as a Boolean
programming problem and to discuss two generalizations of the problem that are of interest in applications. In the problem
under consideration in the present work, durations of the projects are arbitrary (in the sense of a number of consecutive
time segments within the period [1, T ] required for completing each project), four goal functions that may be of interest
to decision makers are considered, and Boolean variables have the meanings of times of commencing projects from the set
1,m, which assume values from the set 1, T .
2. A basic mathematical model of the problem
Let
xij be a Boolean variable equal to 1 if project i commences at moment j, where i ∈ 1,m, j ∈ 1, T , and equal to 0 otherwise,
c ij(h) be the investment required in the time segment [h, h + 1] to run project i that commences at moment j, where
i ∈ 1,m, j ∈ 1, T , h ∈ j,min( j+ wi, T ),
dij(h) be the profit that will be generated in the time segment [h, h + 1] by project i that commences at moment
j, i ∈ 1,m, j ∈ 1, T , where dij(h) = 0, ∀h ≤ j+ ωi.
Generally, in each time segment [h, h + 1], investment in a project may be required, and profit generated by each
completed project may become available at any moment within the segment. However, in many applied problems, usually,
only investment required at moments h and h+ 1 and profit generated at these moments matter, so throughout the rest of
the work, the number c ij(h) is construed as the investment required at moment h to run project i that started at moment j,
whereas dij(h) is construed as the profit that will be generated by moment h by project i that started at moment j.
Though inmany applications, projects under consideration that are not completed bymoment T continue, the investment
strategy is usually calculated for the segment [1, T ] only, so only the numbers dij(h), c ij(h), h ∈ 1, T , are present in themodels
under consideration in this work (and some of these numbers equal zero).
Throughout this section of the work (i.e., in considering the basic mathematical model), it is assumed that at moment
k = 1, no projects that commenced earlier continue, and no projects completed earlier generate profit available for investing
in project i, i ∈ 1,m, within the period of time [1, T ].
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Assertion.
All feasible sets of projects and schedules for their commencement satisfy the following system of constraints:
m
i=1
c i1(1)x
i
1 ≤ P,
m
i=1
k
j=1
c ij(k)x
i
j ≤ P +
m
i=1
k−1
j=1
k−1
h=1
δij(h)x
i
j +
m
i=1
k−1
j=1
dij(k)x
i
j, k ∈ 2, T ,
T
j=1
xij ≤ 1, i ∈ 1,m, xij ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ 1,m, j ∈ 1, T ,
(1)
where
δij(h) = dij(h)− c ij(h), i ∈ 1,m, j ∈ 1, T − 1, h ∈ 1, k− 1, k ∈ 2, T ,
δij(h) = 0, ∀h ≤ j− 1, j ∈ 2, T − 1.
(2)
Proof. 1. Since no project generates profit at moment k = 1, all the projects that commence at moment k = 1 can be
financed only from the available budget, so the inequalities
m
i=1
c i1(1)x
i
1 ≤ P, xi1 ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ 1,m
hold.
2. At any moment k ∈ 2, T , the required investment in all the chosen projects cannot exceed the sum of the remaining
part of the initial budget and the profit generated by all the projects by this moment, so the inequalities
m
i=1
k
j=1
c ij(k)x
i
j ≤ P +
m
i=1
k−1
j=1
k−1
h=1
dij(h)x
i
j −
m
i=1
k−1
j=1
k−1
h=1
c ij(h)x
i
j +
m
i=1
k−1
j=1
dij(k)x
i
j,
xij ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ 1,m, j ∈ 1, T , k ∈ 2, T ,
wherem
i=1
k
j=1 c
i
j(k)x
i
j is the total investment needed at moment k to run on the time segment [k, k + 1] all the projects
(chosen from the set 1,m) that commenced before or at moment k,m
i=1
k−1
j=1
k−1
h=1 d
i
j(h)x
i
j is the total profit that will be generated up tomoment k−1 by all the chosen projects that have
commenced before moment k, k ∈ 2, T , and dij(h) = 0, ∀h ≤ j+ ωi, j ∈ 1, k− 1, i ∈ 1,m,m
i=1
k−1
j=1
k−1
h=1 c
i
j(h)x
i
j is the total investment that will be spent up to moment k− 1 for implementing all the chosen
projects that commenced before moment k, k ∈ 2, T , and c ij(h) = 0, ∀h ≤ j− 1, j ∈ 2, T , i ∈ 1,m,
hold.
3. Taking into account equalities (2), and the fact that any project may start only at one moment within the segment
[1, T ] such that the inequalities
T
j=1
xij ≤ 1, i ∈ 1,m
hold, the system of constraints under consideration can be rewritten in form (1).
The assertion is proved.
Let M be a (nonempty) set of feasible solutions to problem (1), (2). The following maximization problems on the set M
may be of interest to decision makers:
(a) The number of projects that can be completed within the period [1, T ]:
m
i=1
T−ωi−1
j=1
xij → max
(x11,...,x
m
T )∈M
.
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(b) The number of projects that can commence within the period [1, T ]:
m
i=1
T
j=1
xij → max
(x11,...,x
m
T )∈M
.
(c) The amount ofmoney thatwill be available atmoment T as a result of implementing (partly or completely) all the chosen
projects:
P +
m
i=1
T−ωi−1
j=1
dij(T )x
i
j +
T
k=2
m
i=1
k−1
j=1
k−1
h=1
δij(h)x
i
j → max
(x11,...,x
m
T )∈M
.
(d) The total value of all the completed and commenced projects within the period [1, T ]:
m
i=1
T−ωi−1
j=1
γ ixij +
m
i=1
T−1
j=T−ωi
π ij x
i
j → max
(x11,...,x
m
T )∈M
,
where γ i is the value of completed project i (on any scale), and π ij =
T−1
k=j ϵ
i
k, where ϵ
i
k is the value of a part of project
i, corresponding to a unit period of time of implementing project i, i ∈ 1,m, since the moment j of its commencement,
j ∈ T − ωi, T − 1.
All the four problems are Boolean programming ones. 
3. Two generalizations of the model
In the basic model, it is assumed that there are no projects related to the projects under consideration within the period
[1, T ]. However, decision makers may face situations in which there are several projects that are in progress and are to
continue (or are to be completed) within the period [1, T ] under the same budget P (in addition to projects from the set
1,m), as well as projects that will generate profit available for financing projects from the set 1,m beginning frommoment
k = 1.
It is easy to be certain that if this is the case, projects that commenced before moment k = 1 (for instance, under
the previous management) that have not been completed, as well as already completed projects that generate profit at
moment k = 1, can be incorporated into themodel of the problemunder consideration by slightlymodifying the inequalities
comprising system (1)–(2).
1. Consider the situation in which at moment k, besides projects from the set 1,m, there are projects that have
commenced before k = 1, continue, and require investment from the available budget P during the period of time [1, T ],
alongwith projects completed beforemoment k = 1 that generate profit at consecutivemoments from the set 1, T available
for investing in projects from the set 1,m.
Let
q be the number of projects that have commenced before moment k = 1 and continue during either the whole period
[1, T ] or any of its parts,
1 ≤ ωm+µ ≤ T − 1 be the number of consecutive time segments within the period [1, T ] that are needed to complete
the investment in project µ,µ ∈ 1, q.
Further, let
cm+µ0 (h) be the investment required in the segment [h, h+1] to continue projectm+µ that commenced beforemoment
k = 1, h ∈ 1,min(1+ ωm+µ, T ), where cm+µ0 (h) = 0 ∀h > min(1+ ωm+µ, T ), µ ∈ 1, q,
dm+µ0 (h) be the profit generated in the segment [h, h+ 1] by projectm+µ that commenced before moment k = 1, h ∈
min(1+ ωm+µ, T − 1)+ 1, T , where dm+µ0 (h) = 0 ∀h ≤ 1+ ωm+µ, µ ∈ 1, q, and
dm+q+10 (h) be the profit generated in the segment [h, h+1] by all the projects that by moment k = 1 generate profit that
is available for investing in projects from the set 1,m during the period of time [1, T ].
Then the set of projects from among the set of projects 1,m that can commence during the period of time [1, T ] and
times of commencing these projects during the period [1, T ] are such that the relations
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m
i=1
c i1(1)x
i
1 +
q
µ=1
cm+µ0 (1) ≤ P + dm+q+10 (1),
m
i=1
k
j=1
c ij(k)x
i
j +
q
µ=1
cm+µ0 (k) ≤ P +
m
i=1
k−1
j=k
k−1
h=1
δij(h)x
i
j +
m
i=1
k−1
j=1
dij(k)x
i
j +
q
µ=1
k−1
h=1
δ
m+µ
0 (h)
+
q+1
µ=1
dm+µ0 (k), k ∈ 2, T ,
T
j=1
xij ≤ 1, i ∈ 1,m, xij ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ 1,m, j ∈ 1, T ,
(3)
where
δ
m+µ
0 (h) = dm+µ0 (h)− cm+µ0 (h), µ ∈ 1, q, h ∈ 1, k− 1, k ∈ 2, T , (4)
hold, along with relations (2).
If M(q + 1) – a set of feasible solutions of the system of linear equations and inequalities (2)–(4) – is nonempty,
maximization problems of the kind (a)–(d) (inwhich the appearance of q+1 newprojects should be taken into consideration
in the expressions for the goal functions) on the setM(q+1) are Boolean programming problems. In particular, goal function
(c) takes the form
P +
m
i=1
T−ωi−1
j=1
dij(T )x
i
j +
T
k=2
m
i=1
k−1
j=1
k−1
h=1
δij(h)x
i
j +
q
µ=1
k−1
h=1
δ
m+µ
0 (h)+
q+1
µ=1
dm+µ0 (T )→ max
(x11,...,x
m
T )∈M(q+1)
.
2. There may exist some precedence conditions for executing projects from the set 1,m, since, for instance,
technologically, some projects cannot be implemented if at least one of the projects from a subset of projects from the
set 1,m is not implemented.
Let i1, i2 ∈ 1,m, and J(i1) ⊂ 1,m. Further, let these projects be such that project i2 cannot be implemented if at least one
project from the set J(i1) is not implemented. Then the inequalities
T
j=1
xi2j ≤
T
j=1
xkj , k ∈ J(i1),
hold, along with the systems of linear equations and inequalities (1)–(2) or (2)–(4).
One should bear in mind that the presented precedence conditions are the simplest ones, and, generally, precedence
conditions may imply that project i1 cannot commence until project i2 has been completed. Such conditions are usually
given in the form of a precedence graph [4], and their presentation in the form of linear inequalities with Boolean variables
presents substantial difficulties.
4. Concluding remarks
1. In principle, the problemconsidered of choosing an optimal portfolio of projects fromamong a finite number of projects
can be generalized to encompass situations in which already commenced projects can be interrupted for a certain period
of time and then continue [4]. Such interruptions may make sense if a project cannot continue until a necessary amount of
moneyhas become available for investing in the project—for instance, until it has been generated by other projects. However,
such situationsmay emergemostly due to unexpected circumstances in the course of implementing the projects, rather than
at the time of choosing a portfolio of projects from among several projects, and for this reason, such a generalization lies
beyond the scope of the present work.
2. Though in formulating problem (1)–(2), it was assumed that every project can generate profit only upon its completion,
one can easily be certain that when some projects can generate revenue earlier, before their completion, this condition can
be incorporated into the systemof constraints (1)–(2). Indeed, if project i that commenced atmoment j can generate revenue
amounts dij(h) at moments h, where h ≥ j+ 1, this revenue can be deducted from the investment c ij(h)which is required at
moments h ≥ j+ 1, so either c ij(h)will be the ‘‘adjusted’’ (reduced) investment needed at moments h (if c ij(h)− dij(h) ≥ 0),
or one can consider that project i generates profit amounts dij(h)− c ij(h) ≥ 0 at moments h, h ≥ j+ 1.
One should also notice that model (2)–(4) covers situations in which there are projects for which the investment in them
is completed at moment k = 1 and which start generating profit at moments 2, T (during the period of time 1, T ).
3. As was indicated above, many coefficients in the mathematical models considered are zeros. For instance, dij(h) =
0 ∀h ≤ j+ ωi, and in particular, diT−1(T ) = 0, i ∈ 1,m. Moreover, upon completion, some projects (for instance, so-called
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social projects) may never generate profit, so all the coefficients dij(h), h ∈ 1, T , corresponding to these projects assume
zero values.
There are two ways to write a mathematical model for the problem under consideration. The first one is to leave only
non-zero coefficients in the model by using inequalities more complicated than those presented in (1)–(2) or in (2)–(4). The
other one, which is (partly) used in the present work, is to associate three T × T matrices each with one of the sets of the
coefficients c ij(h), d
i
j(h) and δ
i
j(h) for each project (though most of the elements of these matrices will equal zero) and make
the inequalities observable. Not only does the second approach simplify the reading of the model, it allows one to develop
a simple computer program for forming these coefficients.
4. Though the problems under consideration are NP-hard, for some instances of interest for applications, these problems
can be successfully solved by standard optimization techniques. For instance, if the projects are considered with the
discretion of the quarter of a year, then T = 16, and for 50 projects, the number of Boolean variables in problem (1)–(2)
under consideration equals 800, whereas the number of constraints (without precedence conditions) equals 66, so this
problem can be successfully solved by integer programming techniques for which standard commercial software is widely
available [5].
5. Though both in forming and in analyzing a portfolio of projects, the net profit value (NPV) of the portfolio should be
among goal functions, one can note that in the problems under consideration in this work, times of commencing the projects
form the set of numbers 1, T , and one can easily ‘‘adjust’’ the numbers c ij(h) and d
i
j(h) by means of coefficients reflecting the
market cost of the capital at each of these moments.
6. Public procurement is an important possible application of themathematicalmodels presented. The set of projects 1,m
can be that of procurement contracts to be allocated within the period of time [1, T ], for instance by a newly elected public
administration in line with promises made in the course of an election campaign. Solving problems under consideration in
this workmay help the administration to evaluate, for instance, themaximal number of projects from the set 1,m that could
be implemented under the available budget if the reinvestment of profit generated by some of the projects from a selected
subset of projects (determined by solutions to problems (1)–(2) or (3)–(4)) were available for financing the other projects
from the selected subset.
Indeed, two situations may emerge: (a) the set of projects selected for implementation (as a result of solving the above
problems) turns out to be divided into separate groups in such a manner that projects within each group can be financed
by the other projects from the group that generate profit upon completion and, possibly, partly by the (remainder of the)
initial budget P; and (b) the selected group of projects is not divided into such groups (by solutions to the above problems)
in the described manner.
In case (a) in allocating contracts for implementing the selected projects by means of any tender procedures, the
administration can include each group from the divided (in the abovemanner) selected projects in one lot if such a grouping
of the selected projects is possible both legally and technologically. This allows the administration to run, for instance,
a combinatorial auction for the groups of projects (instead of running separate tenders for each project among projects
selected as a result of solving problems (1)–(2) or (2)–(4)) and eventually benefit from such an approach [6].
In case (b), solving problems (1)–(2) or (2)–(4) may still be useful for artificially dividing the set of selected projects into
groups of projects in the above manner (in line with legal and technological restrictions), finding the minimal increase of
the initial budget sufficient for making the formed groups of projects ‘‘financially independent’’ of each other (in the above
sense), and running combinatorial tender procedures for allocating the ‘‘financially independent’’ groups of projects inwhich
each group can be tendered as one lot.
Indeed, once a desirable division of selected (i.e., determined by solutions to problems (1)–(2) or (2)–(4)) projects into
groups has been determined by the administration, finding the minimal budget increase that is sufficient for running all
the projects within each of the selected groups independently of the other groups can be done with the use of techniques
proposed in [7]. It may, however, turn out that the minimal increase of the initial budget found allows the administration
to implement a different subset of projects from the set 1,m (compared with the initially selected subset of problems
from 1,m) and tender them within a different group of lots if the reinvestment of revenue (within each group) is possible.
Nevertheless, if all the projects from the set 1,m are equally important for the administration, one can arrange a finite
procedure of consecutively increasing the initial budget until either the number of (equally important) projects selected for
implementation as a result of solving problems (1)–(2) or (2)–(4) does not increase at a certain step of the procedure, or all
the projects from 1,m turn out to be included in the groups of ‘‘financially independent’’ (in the above sense) projects, and
each group of the projects can be tendered as one lot in the framework of a tender procedure.
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